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Interim Talent: Your Solution
to Operational Leadership Gaps

If you’re like many manufacturers, you’re feeling the pinch from the talent shortage. But
you can keep your operational leadership team strong—despite planned or unplanned
vacancies—by making interim talent an important part of your operating strategy.
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SEE HOW IT WORKS

Automotive Supplier Uses an Interim Leader
to Reduce Breakdowns and Downtime
2 years with no full-time
maintenance manager =
constant firefighting

Downtime and lost
productivity = missed
shipment dates,
overtime charges., and
declining profits

New interim
maintenance manager
supports a total
productive maintenance
program

Interim manager
reduces downtime,
closes overdue work
orders, and supports
search for a permanent
replacement

READ THE CASE STUDY

Learn more about how TBM can
help keep your business moving.

TBM’S LEADERSHIP SOLUTIONS PRACTICE

SPEED WINS EVERY TIME
TBM specializes in operations and supply chain consulting for manufacturers and distributors. We push the pedal down
in your operations to make you more agile and help you accelerate business performance 3–5x faster than your peers.
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